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From ground-state to excited state
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Solution for the many-electron system is even more complex than the solution of the static Schrödinger equation

Similar to the static case,  instead of considering the electronic wavefunction of 3N+1 variables we can consider the 
electronic charge density, a function of only 4 variables (coordinates and time)

Trying to follow the same steps of the static case is not possible in the time-dependent domain, because here the 
total energy changes with time



From ground-state to excited state
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For a system with interacting electrons at an initial state (t = 0), the external potential v(r, 𝑡) acting on it is 
determined only by the time evolution of the one-electron density, 𝜌(r, 𝑡) for t > 0. 

Observables: functionals of the time-dependent charge density
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** We need to know the initial state
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** In the time-dependent case, the xc potential depends on density at all past times - it is more difficult to 
find an expression for it

Runge-Gross Theorem

Erich Runge and E. K. U. Gross. Phys. Rev. Lett. 52, 997 (1984)



Linear Response TDDFT
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• External potential (perturbation) is weak:

𝑉345(𝑟, 𝑡) = 𝑉3456 (𝑟) + 𝑉3457 (𝑟, 𝑡)

Density can be expanded in Taylor series with respect to the perturbation

𝑛(𝐫, 𝑡) = 𝑛%(𝐫) + 𝑛&(𝐫, 𝑡) + 𝑛&&(𝐫, 𝑡)+. . .

𝑛'(r, 𝜔) = ∫ 𝜒(r, r', 𝜔)𝜐()*' (r', 𝜔)𝑑r

As we are talking about linear response TDDFT, we can express the first-order change in density due to 
an external perturbation  𝜐!"#$ in the frequency domain as:

Susceptibility

TDDFPT - Perturbation Theory + TDDFT



How to Compute Susceptibility?
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-A variety of methods are available to compute susceptibility: 

Ex:  Casida-Davidson, Liouville-Lanczos

generalized susceptibility represented by a matrix element of the resolvent of the Liouvillian super-operator.
This matrix element is then evaluated using a Lanczos recursion technique.

** For a more in depth lecture on some of those methods, check out the latest 
lecture on TDDFPT by Iurii Timrov at:

http://indico.ictp.it/event/9616/session/47/contribution/80/material/video/



The TurboTDDFT code
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D. Rocca, R. Gebauer, Y. Saad, and S. Baroni, J. Chem. Phys. 128, 154105 (2008)

• The dynamical polarizability of an interacting-electron system is represented as an off-diagonal matrix element of 

the resolvent of the Liouvillian super operator

•One-electron operators and density matrices are treated using a representation borrowed from time-independent 

DFPT - avoid calculation of unoccupied Kohn-Sham orbitals

• The resolvent of the Liouvillian is evaluated by an algorithm based on the non symmetric Lanczos method

•Allows for the bulk of the work to be done at once for all frequencies - the full spectrum is obtained at once!

• Extrapolation of Lanczos coefficients allows for reduction of number of Lanczos steps needed to obtain well 

converged spectra - less expensive!

•Particularly suitable for larger molecular systems



Hands-on Tutorial
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Absorption spectra calculations of organic molecules in vacuum, 
solution and ice surfaces

•Using the turbo_lanczos.x program - allows for calculation of absorption spectra using 

TDDFpT without computing empty states

•Overall absorption spectrum in a wide frequency range can be calculated once via an 
inexpensive post-processing step

•Extrapolation of Lanczos coefficients allows to speed up convergence

** The electronic transitions from occupied to empty states cannot be analyzed by this method -
for this purpose, use turbo_davidson.x 



Hands-on Tutorial
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Absorption spectra calculations of organic molecules in vacuum, 
solution and ice surfaces

1. Absorption spectra calculation for benzene in vacuum

2. Absorption spectra convergence based on number of Lanczos steps

3. Absorption spectra calculation for benzene using Environ

4. Setting up calculations of absorption spectra for molecules on surfaces (ice)



Absorption Spectra Calculations 
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$ pw.x < input.scf.in > scf.out

$ turbo_lanczos.x < input-tddfpt.in > tddfpt.out

$ turbo_spectrum.x < input-pp.in > spectrum.out

Self-Consistent Field ground-state calculation

Lanczos recursions

Post-processing to obtain the dynamical polarizability from the tridiagonal matrix

Produces file:
- spectrum.plot_chi.dat - this is where we find the values for oscillator strength

** Relax calculation can be performed before scf 

http://input.scf.in
http://input-tddfpt.in
http://input-pp.in


1. Absorption spectra calculations for benzene in vacuum
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turbo_lanczos.x input

Same prefix as the scf calculation

If .true., program will attempt to restart calculation if stopped

Writes restart files every restart_step iterations

Number of lanczos iterations

Determines which element of the dynamical polarizability will be computed:
1: along x
2: along y
3: along z
4: 3 Lanczos chains are sequentially performed and the full polarizability 
tensor and absorption coefficient are computed.

$ turbo_lanczos.x -np 4 < C6H6.tddfpt.in > tddfpt.out



Input Files
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turbo_spectrum.x input

Number of calculated Lanczos coefficients

Number up to which coefficients will be extrapolated
Type of extrapolation (bi-constant)

Value of Lorentzian broadening in Ry

Frequency step in Ry

Polarization direction (same as previous step)

Minimum and maximum value of frequencies for a plot in Ry

$ turbo_spectrum.x -np 4 < C6H6.tddfpt_pp.in > spectrum.out



Output
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What we see:

- tddfpt.out: output from lanczos recursion steps

- C6H6.plot_chi.dat: generated by post-processing step



Extrapolation

13From  http://indico.ictp.it/event/9616/session/47/contribution/81/material/slides/0.pdf

Lanczos coefficients oscillate around half of the kinetic energy cutoff after a certain number of iterations -
can be extrapolated

http://indico.ictp.it/event/9616/session/47/contribution/81/material/slides/0.pdf


Extrapolation
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Where:
N = itermax0
N’ = intermix



Your first calculation
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Convergence of spectrum calculations
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Cell Size



Convergence of spectrum calculations
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Number of Lanczos Iterations
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Broadening

Convergence of spectrum calculations



2. Absorption spectra convergence - Lanczos steps
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•This exercise will help you determine the necessary number of lanczos steps to achieve 
convergence of the absorption spectra of benzene - the calculation you just performed

•The necessary output files have been generated for you (TDDFPT/benzene/conv_test)

•You will modify your post-processing file (C6H6.tddfpt_pp.in) to generate new 
C6H6.plot_chi.dat files where increasing number of lanczos steps are used to compute the 
spectra (ex: 500, 1000, 1500, 2000, …)

•This calculation was performed using 4000 lanczos steps

- Plot your results together. Your output is in Ry. Feel free to 
plot as is, or convert your files to eV. 

- How many steps are necessary for your calculation to 
converge?

http://c6h6.tddfpt_pp.in


2. Absorption spectra convergence - Lanczos steps
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3. Absorption spectra calculations with Environ
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3. Absorption spectra calculations with Environ
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3. Absorption spectra calculations with Environ
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Different molecules (functional groups) will show different environment interference 



Importance of Environment Effects
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Ensemble Averaging
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Optimized structure (single calculation) versus averaged calculation obtained from ab initio trajectory in solution

Absorption spectra obtained as an average of multiple frames of a trajectory and
not from a single (structure-optimized) configuration

9 nm



4. Absorption Spectra for Molecules on Surfaces
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Setting up the correct parameters
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ε0 = 107
εopt = 1.716

∆ = 2 Å

• Size of the simulation box

• Spread region (∆)

• Thickness of the ice and vacuum region

• Static (ε0) and optical (εopt) permittivities

Important Parameters



Environ input file
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Positions (x, y, z) of 
center of region

Static (107) and 
optical (1.716) 
permittivity 
values inside 
dielectric region

Half of the width of the 
dielectric region 

Spread

Dimensionality:
0 = sphere-like
1 = cylinder-like
2 = planar

Axis of the dielectric region (1,2,3 = x,y,z)

If = 3 - generates *.cube files (really cool!!)



Phenol “Challenge”
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•If you want to practice more of this, you can go to phenol/phenol_challenge and try to create 
your own input files for turbo_lanczos.x and turbo_spectrum.x based on the data presented 
on calculation convergence - try to set up a good enough number of iterations, a correct box 
size, etc.

•You may also want to play around with parameters on your post-processing file such as as 
start, end and increment. Remember that for experimental purposes, the range of interest in 
the absorption spectrum of phenol is between ~240-300 nm. ** Units in QE are Ry **


